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Monterey Phoenix 
An Introduction 



What is 
Monterey 
Phoenix? 

§  The Monterey Phoenix (MP) suite is an easy-to-use 
modeling toolset. It can be used to model behaviors 
and capture interactions for: 

§  Systems 

§  Software 

§  Hardware 

§  People 

§  Organizations 

§  Environments   



How does it 
work? 

§  Monterey Phoenix uses language input by the user to 
generate graphical outputs similar to process 
flowcharts. 

§  It is built to use everyday language so that anyone can 
use the tool. 

§  The MP “coding” process requires that the user learn a 
basic modeling framework. The framework builds the 
structure of the model and automates it.  

§  The language portion of MP is very flexible. The content 
within the model framework can be worded as desired 
by the user.  



In a Nutshell 

Monterey Phoenix models behaviors by turning your language 
inputs into graphical outputs. Your input is called the “code” 

and the graphical outputs are called “event traces”. 

The “code” or 
language that you 
input. 

The “event 
traces” or graphs 
(the system 
generated 
output). 



Is it complicated 
to use? 

 

§  It is expected that a user with basic computer skills and 
no background in programming can learn to use 
Monterey Phoenix at the intermediate level, with little 
training required.  

§  The amount of user learning required is similar to that 
of commonly used software tools such as Excel. 

§  Monterey Phoenix requires only that the user learn a 
basic set of commands to build the model framework.  

§  Only a handful of simple commands are required to 
build informative models.  

§  The tool is built to support logical sequencing. It 
requires the user to approach the model from a critical 
thinking perspective similar to that required to create 
process flowcharts.  



Why should I 
use Monterey 

Phoenix? 

§  The Monterey Phoenix tool models behaviors at a high 
level to describe operational / business processes or 
architecture designs. 

§  It supports a high degree of verification and validation 
early in the lifecycle to ensure behaviors have been 
captured correctly and completely. 

§  It saves time and money by exposing incorrect, unsafe, 
unsecure, or otherwise undesirable behaviors before 
they manifest in an actual system or system of systems 
(SoS). 

§  It helps resolve ambiguities, expose gaps and expand on 
alternative possibilities that might otherwise be hard to 
see. 

§  It reduces human error through automated functionality. 



How is Monterey 
Phoenix different 
from other tools? 

§  Monterey Phoenix supports big picture, lifecycle planning. 

§  It can be used in tandem with other modeling tools such as 
those supporting System Modeling Language (SysML) to 
maximize risk mitigation. 

§  Unlike many modeling tools, it automatically captures a 
complete set of all possible behavior variations or 
pathways.  

§  Many of these paths are typically missed  or omitted when 
models are manually produced. 

§  Automated functionality reduces reliance on the modeler for 
error-prone and time-consuming tasks. 

§  The output is similar in appearance to flowcharts, but 
unlike flowcharts, the tool breaks out every possible 
scenario variation or path.  

§  Each path is called an event trace and can be viewed 
independently within the tool. 



360° Model Visibility 

§  The tool automatically identifies all possible scenario 
variations (within a user defined limit) and breaks each 
variation out to support 360° visibility of the model.  

§  So what does that mean? 

§  When you are designing something (like a process or a 
system), you typically want to capture all possible paths 

through the model. 

§  Doing so gives you a complete view of all the variations 
allowed by your design- so you see all the things your 
design might do. 

§  Your design might do things you don’t like! 

§  Your design might do things you didn’t expect. 

(Event Traces) 



The Takeaway 

§  A flow chart shows all model pathway information in 
one diagram. 

§  The burden is on you to find and test them all.  

§  MP automatically unravels each possible path on its own 
diagram. 

§   Like a personal assistant who doesn’t make mistakes! 

§  This makes it really easy to explore all the different 
paths in your model. 

§  It is also really easy to update quickly if you need to 
make changes. 



Flow Chart Model 
View 

(Dinner Plans) 

Feel hungry 

Start 

 Make 
dinner? Pick recipe 

Yes 
Make dinner 

Find 
ingredients 

End 

No 

In a 
hurry? 

Pick 
restaurant 

Yes Go to local 
restaurant 

Go to favorite 
restaurant 

No 



Monterey Phoenix 
Model View 

(Dinner Plans) 

Running the model automatically finds 3 scenarios or 
“event traces” 



Monterey Phoenix 
Model View with 

Event Traces 
(Dinner Plans) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Event traces were automatically generated by the tool. 
You can see each possible model path on its own. 



Monterey Phoenix 
Modeling Basics 



Plan your 
model 

§  It can be helpful to approach your Monterey Phoenix 
model the same way you would approach a flow chart 
diagram with swim lanes. 

§  In swim lane flow charts, a process is diagramed to show 
the logic flow from start to finish. 

§  Every actor in the process has their own swim lane. 

§  Every event (activity) in the process is assigned to an 
actor(s) to distinguish which actor(s) are responsible for 
each event. 

§  Before starting your Monterey Phoenix model, conduct 
preliminary planning activities: 

§  Identify actors in your model. 

§  Create an event narrative or sequence of events. 

§  Identify events that will be assigned to each actor. 

§  Consider the logical flow of events for each actor and how 
they may interact with other actors in your model. 



Monterey  Phoenix 

§  “Coding” in MP can look intimidating, but it helps to 
break it down into incremental steps.  

§  Remember that the “code” is really words of your own 
choosing plus a handful of basic commands (we’ll 
break those down in a bit). 

§  Layout your model in logical sequence. 

§  MP code has two basic parts: 

§  The first part of your model will define your actors and 
the logical sequencing of events within each actor.  

§  The second part of your model will define the constraints 
(such as event precedence between interacting actors). 

The code 



Monterey Phoenix 
Code example 

Model title 

Model actors 

This code section defines the actors (in 
this case, User and System) and the 
logical sequencing of events for that 
actor. It is helpful to order this section as 
you would a flow chart diagram. You can 
define as many actors as you need to. 

This section defines the model’s 
constraints. In this case, it defines how 
some System events and User events 
interact together (in a flow chart, this 
would be demonstrated by crossing swim 
lanes). 



Monterey Phoenix 

 
§  You must define the actors and events of your model. 

§  There are three types of events: 
§  An atomic event is a single event. It may have a parent 

event but it has no children. 

§  A composite event has a parent and a child/children. 

§  A root event may have children but no parent. 

§  MP does not assign meaning to your event word 
choices. 

§  It’s not “reading” your event words as language.  To the 
tool, your event names have no meaning.  

§  It will not make assumptions like a human reader might. 

§   You must use the basic commands to establish 
sequencing and interactions. 

§  Monterey Phoenix code is character and case-
sensitive. 

§  Commands are generally uppercase. 

§  Check your capitalization and spelling.  
§  The MP-Firebird tool has an auto-color coding feature. 

§  The system will automatically assign a color to your text 
based on what you type.  

Code fundamentals 



Grey text indicates a user comment and is NOT incorporated into the 
model.  It is denoted by the basic command /* comments example */ 

Green text indicates an actor in the model. It is 
established by the basic command ROOT 
Insert_actor_name : 

Blue text indicates an atomic event (a lowest-level event). Text will be 
color coded blue automatically (default setting).  

Orange text indicates a composite event (a parent event that has at least one 
child) and can be broken down into multiple related sub-events. Text will 
auto-color code as orange if the same event name (case sensitive) from a 
root event is used to start a new grammar rule.  
•  Initial usage is on the right side of a colon, like ROOT User:  denied ; 
•  Second usage is on the left side of a colon, like denied: insert sequence 

of child events; 

Purple text indicates an MP command. Commands are uppercase. They will 
not appear in the event traces. 



Monterey Phoenix 
Coding Primer 



Monterey Phoenix 

SCHEMA       Used to signify the title of your model.  

ROOT actor_name: ;      Used to signify an actor. 

/* comments */      Used to include comments in your model.             
          The tool will not include comments as part of the  
      model when running the code. 

COORDINATE      Used to coordinate events. 

COORDINATE <!>      Used to signify asynchronous coordination between       

      events. 

SHARE ALL      Used to link the same event between actors. 

PRECEDES      Used to set precedence between sets of events. 

FROM       Used to specify the affected actor. 

DO ADD command OD;  Used to signify  the beginning and end of a constraint. 

$x:       Used to specify a variable.   

Commonly Used Keywords 



Monterey Phoenix 
Operations Primer 



Monterey Phoenix 

§  When using more than one word to specify something, link words 
with an underscore. 

§  Example 1: going_for_a_walk  
§  (specifies one event) 

§  Example 2: The_Planning_Committee  
§  (specifies one actor) 

§  Words separated with a blank space will be treated as separate 
events listed in an ordered sequence. 

§  Example 1: going for a walk  
§  (the tool will see this as 4 separate ordered events; add underscore to 

correct) 

§  Example 2: going_for_a_walk  take_the_umbrella  
§  (the tool will see this as an ordered sequence of 2 events) 

§  Events inside curly brackets separated by a comma shows they 
happen concurrently.  You can separate as many events as necessary. 

§  Example: { set_up_tables, make_food_for_game_night, clean_house } 
§   (3 separate events which may happen at the same time) 

Linking Words 

Ordered Sequencing 

Concurrence 



Ordered Sequence 
of Events  

§  MP event grammar rule: A: B C; 

§  Signifies actor A (a root event) includes two ordered events 
named B and C. 

§  B must come before C. 

§  The semi colon signifies the end of the sequence.  

§  You can have as many atomic or composite events as necessary: 

§  Example 1: A: B C D;  

§  Example 2: A: B C D E F; 

§  Represented as a diagram, it would look like this: 



Ordered Sequence 
of Events  

§  Suppose you want to model the actors and events involved with 
a person going to the grocery store. 

§  You realize there is one actor, whom you name “Person”. 

§  You decide there are three ordered events in the process: 

§  Creating a grocery list 

§  Going to the store 

§  Buying the groceries 

§  Your MP model might look like this: 

SCHEMA Visit_Grocery_Store 

ROOT Person: create_grocery_list go_to_store  buy_groceries; 

Language Example 

MP event grammar rule: A: B C; 

 



Alternate Events  

§  MP event grammar rule: A: ( B| C); 

§  Signifies actor/event A includes two alternative events named B 
and C. 

§  Either event B will occur or event C will occur, but not both. 
Represents a pathway split in the model. 

§  The semicolon signifies the end of the sequence.  

§  You can have as many atomic or composite events as necessary: 

§  Example 1: A: (B |C| D);  

§  Represented as a diagram, it would look like this: 



Alternate Events  

§  Suppose you want to model the actors and events involved with 
a person who’s deciding whether to make food at home or eat at 
a restaurant. 

§  You realize there is one actor, whom you name “Person”. 

§  You decide the model starts with the person feeling hungry, 
followed by the choice to either eat at a restaurant or make dinner. 

§  Your MP model might look like this: 

SCHEMA Dinner_Plans 

ROOT Person: feel_hungry  

(decide_to_eat_out|decide_to_make_dinner); 

Language Example 

MP event grammar rule: A: (B | C); 

 



Optional Event 

§  MP event grammar rule: A: [B]; 

§  Signifies actor/event A includes an optional event B.  

§  B does not have to occur in the model, but it could. 

§  If B does not occur, it will not appear in the event trace.  

§  The semi colon signifies the end of the sequence.  

§  Represented as a diagram, it would look like this: 



Optional Event 

§  Suppose you want to model the actors and events involved with 
a person who’s deciding whether or not to eat at home. 

§  You realize there is one actor, whom you name “Person”. 

§  You realize that they might want to invite a friend to go out to dinner 
with them, but if they don’t invite a friend, they can still go out to 
dinner. 

§  The optional event is invite_friend. 

§  Your MP model might look like this: 

SCHEMA Dinner_Plans 

ROOT Person: feel_hungry (decide_to_eat_out |decide_to_make_dinner ); 

decide_to_eat_out: [invite_friend] pick_type_of_food (sushi | nachos) 
go_to_restaurant; 

decide_to_make_dinner: pick_recipe find_ingredients make_dinner; 

Language Example 

MP event grammar rule: A: [B]; 

 



Ordered Sequence 
of Zero or More 

Events  

§  MP event grammar rule: A: (*B*); 

§  Signifies actor/event A includes zero or more of event B. 

§  B may occur several times in the model but doesn’t have to 

occur at all. 

§   If B doesn’t occur, the logical sequence will continue without 
any B. If B does occur it may occur several times. 

§  The semicolon signifies the end of the sequence.  

§  You can have as many atomic or composite events as necessary: 

§  Example 1: A: (* B |C| D*);  

§  Represented as a diagram, it would look like this: 



Ordered Sequence 
of Zero or More 

Events  

§  Suppose you want to model the actors and events involved with 
racing a car. 

§  You realize there is one actor, whom you name “driver”. 

§  While the car will always have to go straight at some point, it isn’t 
required to make either turn (turn occurrence may be zero).  

§  It is an ordered sequence because the go_straight alternatives (either 
accelerate OR decelerate OR cruise) will occur in the event trace 
before the alternatives turn_left OR turn_right. 

§  Unlike the go_straight alternatives, where all possible pathways must 
be accounted for in the event traces, there will be pathways that leave 
out turn_left OR turn_right. 

§  If turn_left OR turn_right were simply alternative events and not inside 
of an optional loop, they would also have to be accounted for in all 
possible pathways and the number of event traces would increase. 

§  Your MP model might look like this: 

SCHEMA Car_Race 

ROOT driver: start car {+ drive_car +}; 

drive_car: go_straight (* ( turn_left | turn_right ) *) stop; 

go_straight: ( accelerate | decelerate | cruise ); 

Language Example 

MP event grammar rule: A: (*B*); 

 



Unordered Set of 
Zero or More Events  

§  MP event grammar rule: A: {*B*}; 

§  Signifies actor/event A includes a set of events, B. 

§  B may occur but doesn’t have to occur in the model. If it doesn’t 

occur, the logical sequence will continue.  

§  In this case, events B occur in no particular order. 

§  The semicolon signifies the end of the sequence.  

§  You can have as many atomic or composite events as necessary: 

§  Example 1: A: {* B |C| D*};  

§  Represented as a diagram, it would look like this: 



Unordered Set of 
Zero or More Events  

§  Suppose you wanted to model the actors and events involved with 
racing a car. 

§  You realize there is one actor, whom you name “driver”. 

§  You realize that when driving a car, the driver can check mirrors 
and/or release the emergency brake or the driver might do neither 
before proceeding straight. 

§   Releasing the brake or checking the mirrors may occur alone,  in no 
particular order or may not occur at all. 

§  Your MP model might look like this: 

SCHEMA Car_Racing 

ROOT driver: start_car drive_car; 

drive_car: {* ( check_mirrors | release_brake ) *} go_straight  

(* ( turn_left | turn_right ) *) stop; 

go_straight: ( accelerate | decelerate | cruise ); 

Language Example 

MP event grammar rule: A: {*B*}; 

 



Unordered Set of 
Events (B and C May 
Occur Concurrently)  

§  MP event grammar rule: A: {B, C}; 

§  Signifies actor/event A includes a set of events B and C. 

§  B and C may occur at the same time and are in no particular 

order. 

§  The semicolon signifies the end of the sequence.  

§  You can have as many atomic or composite events as necessary: 

§  Example 1: A: { B, C, D};  

§  Represented as a diagram, it would look like this: 



Unordered Set of 
Events (B and C May 
Occur Concurrently)  

§  Suppose you want to model the actors and events involved with 
racing a car. 

§  You realize there is one actor, whom you name “driver”. 

§  You realize that when driving a car, the driver will check mirrors and 
release the emergency brake one time each in no particular order or 
at the same time (concurrently). 

§  Your MP model might look like this: 

SCHEMA Car_Racing 

ROOT driver: start_car drive_car; 

drive_car: { check_mirrors, release_brake} go_straight  

(* ( turn_left | turn_right ) *) stop; 

go_straight: ( accelerate | decelerate | cruise ); 

Language Example 

MP event grammar rule: A: {B,C}; 

 



Ordered Sequences 
and  

Unordered Sets of 
One or More Events  

§  MP event grammar rule: A: (+B+); 

§  Pattern (+ B +) may be used to denote an ordered sequence of one or more 
events B. 

§  MP event grammar rule: A: {+B+}; 

§  Pattern {+ B +} denotes an unordered set of one or more events B. 

§  MP example of unordered set of one or more events: 

SCHEMA Car_Race 

ROOT car_race: {+ driving_a_car +}; 

driving_a_car: go_straight (* (go_straight| turn_left | turn_right ) *) stop; 

§  Diagram example of unordered set of one or more events: 

 



Monterey 
Phoenix 

Nesting Operations  

§  Most of the examples shown in this presentation 
represent simple models. 

§  For more complex models, you can “nest” operations. 

§  For example: (* ( turn_left | turn_right ) *)                      
represents an alternative event nested within an 
ordered sequence of zero or more events.  

§  Appendix B provides links to additional resources, 
including more complex MP examples.                     



Monterey Phoenix 
Modeling Examples 



Setting Up 
Monterey Phoenix 

Constraints 
Event Precedence 

This COORDINATE 
example shows the 
commands required to 
model an interaction 
between the two actors, 
User and System. 

We establish the variables by using 
$a: and $b: (note any alpha character 
can be used instead of a or b). 

We establish the actor aligned 
with the variable by using the 
FROM command. 

Event precedence is established with the 
PRECEDES command. In this case, the 
system must validate the user before the 
user can be authenticated. 

Note the command syntax (in 
purple) and placement of colons 
and semi-colons. 



This MP code example shows two actors:  
Navy Enterprise Community and Planner 
Community. 
 
Notice that there are no constraint keywords 
(such as COORDINATE) in this version of the 
model. 

The above MP code generated 15 different event 
traces. Here is one example. 
 
Because no constraint keywords were used, all 
event traces generated by the model reveal that 
there are no interactions between the two actors.  



The previous model has been updated with 
constraint keywords COORDINATE and SHARE 
ALL.  
 
In this example, we will focus on the 
COORDINATE constraints. 

The listed COORDINATE keywords model the 
interactions between the two actors. 
  
Here we define the first event as variable $a: 
submit_document_to_NEC, which is in the 
Planner Community swimlane. 
 
We define the second event as variable $b:  
queue_data_upload, which is in the Navy 
Enterprise Community swimlane.   

We want to establish that variable $a: occurs before (PRECEDES) variable $b:. 
 
To do so, we add the DO ADD $a PRECEDES $b; OD ; keywords and operations.  
 
We repeat this process as necessary to establish event precedence throughout 
the entire model. 



By adding the constraint keywords to the original model, the 
number of event traces was reduced from 15 to 5.  
Here is one example. 

Recall that we established that the planner community must 
submit documents to NEC before the Navy Enterprise 
Community (NEC) will receive the documents in their queue. 
 
This event trace shows that the Planner Community events 
from composite event data_upload_submission through 
submit_document_to_NEC must occur before (PRECEDE) 
queue_data_upload events for the Navy Enterprise 
Community. 



Setting Up 
Monterey Phoenix 

Constraints 
Linking the Same Event Between 

Actors (SHARE ALL) 

This SHARE ALL example 
shows the commands required 
to link the same event between 
multiple actors.  

Note that the actors (in green) sharing 
the events are listed first and 
separated by a comma. 
 
All the shared events (in blue) are 
separated by a comma. A semi-colon 
denotes the end of the share all 
command. 



This MP code example shows two actors:  
Admin and Learner. 
 
Notice that there are no constraint keywords 
(such as SHARE ALL) in this version of the model. 

The above MP code generated 42 different event 
traces. Here is one example. 
 
Because no constraint keywords were defined, all 
event traces generated by the model reveal that 
there are no interactions between the two actors.  



The model from the previous example has been 
updated with the constraint keyword SHARE ALL. 
 
Both actors are now associated with the events 
listed after the SHARE ALL keyword. 

By adding the above SHARE ALL keyword 
constraints, the number of event traces are 
reduced from 42 to 10. Here is one example. 
 
Notice that Admin and Learner are now 
interacting during the events defined after the 
SHARE ALL keyword.  



Monterey Phoenix 
Using the Tool 



Before You Start, 
Remember to… 

§  When you start coding your model in Monterey 
Phoenix, use an incremental approach: 

§  Keep each scenario at manageable level. If your model is 
very large, it may be helpful to identify sub-events/
processes and model those separately. 

§  Do not create the entire model without testing your output 
along the way. 

§  Start with the first increment of your model and test 
frequently by compiling your code and reviewing the 
event traces. 

§  This will help you catch errors and omissions early in the 
modeling process so you can correct before moving to the 
next increment.  

§  Save your model frequently by using the code “export” 
feature. It is helpful to maintain these versions of your 
model while you are building it so you can easily refer 
to an earlier state. 

Keep it simple 

Test frequently 

Save your versions 



Monterey Phoenix 

There are multiple versions of Monterey Phoenix (see 
Appendix A), but the main tool can be found here: 

http://firebird.nps.edu/.  

§  Getting started: 
§  Step 1: Open the browser of your choice 

§  Step 2: Enter desired Monterey Phoenix URL 

§  Step 3a: Use the “Import” feature to upload an existing 
Monterey Phoenix example or your own MP file. You can 
modify as necessary. 

§  Step 3b: The tool will open with a pre-loaded example. Start 
working directly from the tool by modifying the code already 
listed. 

§  Step 3c: You can work in programs such as MS Word and paste 
the code directly into the Monterey Phoenix tool.  

 

Getting started 



Monterey 
Phoenix 

Understanding the 
 Graphical User Interface  

(GUI) 

This example shows the “SPLIT” GUI view. You can see 
both the code and the event traces at the same time. 
 
Select the “CODE” icon to see just the code. 
 
Select the “GRAPH” icon to see just the event traces. 

Select the “IMPORT” icon to 
upload an existing MP code 
example or your own MP file. 
 
Select the “EXPORT” icon to 
save the current version of 
your code and/or graphs to 
your computer. There is no 
other way to save your work. 

Select the “RUN” icon 
to compile your code 
and generate the 
event traces. 

This area will specify the number 
of event traces generated after 
you run your code. 

You can select different 
layouts for the event traces, 
including: sequence, swim 
lanes and force. 

Event trace navigation pane. 

Use pencil icon to hide 
node or collapse event. 



Monterey 
Phoenix 

Arrow Relationships 

§  Dashed GREY arrows denote a 
composition relationship. 

§  Solid BLACK arrows denote a 
precedence (follows) 
relationship. 

§  Grey and black arrows will 
appear superimposed on each 
other. 

§  You can move the GUI event 
blocks around as needed to 
separate the arrows and provide 
the user with a more 
comprehensive view.  



Monterey 
Phoenix 
Common Errors 

§  MP syntax errors will be flagged with this symbol:  

§  If your model has a syntax error (perhaps you misspelled a 
keyword, forgot to capitalize, or left off a parenthesis), the system 
will flag it for you.  

§  The error may be in the line above or below the error symbol. 

§  When you’ve corrected the syntax, the error symbol will clear. 

§  You can’t run your code if you have a syntax error. 

§  One of the most common errors is forgetting to use the semi-
colon operation (;) to show the end of a statement. 

§  If your model has only one event trace or is missing event traces 
that you expected, you probably over-constrained your model. 

§  The tool is very literal. You probably have a logic error somewhere 
(think about your flow diagram). 

§  This can be caught early by frequently testing your code as you go 
along. 



Monterey Phoenix 

§  Monterey Phoenix is a flexible and accommodating tool. 

§  You can use any wording you want, but it is best to keep 
your language simple and meaningful. 

§  Be consistent with your naming conventions. 

§  If there is more than one actor involved with the same 
event, it’s helpful to use the same wording when 
referencing that event under each actor.  

§  While you must use the tool’s basic commands or syntax to 
set up your model framework, the tool doesn’t care how 
your code is visually formatted.  

§  For example, you can break up the code into easy-to-read 
segments. 

§   If a line of code is getting too long or looks visually 
confusing, just press enter and carry the code to the next 
line.  Use indentation. 

Food for Thought 



Monterey Phoenix 
Appendices 



Appendix A: 
Available MP 

Versions 



Appendix B: 
Links to Additional 

Resources 

§  The MP home page has many resources which expand on 
the information contained in this presentation.  

§  https://wiki.nps.edu/display/MP/Monterey+Phoenix+Home 

§  Good places to start:  

§  MP Crash Course 

§  MP Tutorial 

§  Bibliography (initial reading list) 

§  You can download the MP Language Modeling Manual here: 

§  https://wiki.nps.edu/display/MP/MP+Crash+Course 

§  This essential read deep-dives into MP modeling: 

§  Auguston, M., "Behavior models for software architecture," 

§  Referenced in Bibliography and available here: 
https://calhoun.nps.edu/handle/10945/43851 


